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Beit Morasha of Jerusalem (BMJ) was founded in 1990 to cultivate
leaders with the necessary skills and vision to respond to troubling
trends that threaten the continuity and resilience of the Jewish
people. A pioneer in integrating advanced Jewish studies and
Western culture, Beit Morasha's revolutionary approach lies in
creating a committed, intellectual leadership empowered to inform,
inspire and enhance Jewish and Zionist identity, and to bolster
the strength and solidarity of the Jewish people, both in Israel and
throughout the world.
Over the past two decades, key decision makers – including the
Israeli government, the Jewish Agency, leading Jewish federations,
and discerning philanthropists – have come to recognize BMJ as
a bold and creative force in the struggle for Jewish identity and
unity. They correctly identify BMJ as the champion of a vibrant and
inclusive vision of Judaism; and as a leader in educating individuals
who are imbuing Israel’s schools, communities, armed forces, and
communities around the world with Jewish values and culture.
In its third decade, BMJ intends to expand its pivotal position
in global Jewish life. Key initiatives include the Israel Institute
for Conversion Policy and the International Academy for Jewish
Leadership. BMJ's senior leadership is also spearheading the Israel
Ministry of Education's new curriculum for Jewish Heritage and
Cultural Education, which will be taught in Israeli public schools.

Robert M. Beren College
MA Programs in Talmud and Jewish Philosophy*
Moshe Green Beit Midrash for Women's Leadership
Interdisciplinary Beit Midrash for Men
Schwarcz Institute for Ethics, Judaism and State
Certificate Program in Jewish Psychology
Advanced Halacha Track for Women
Advanced Halacha Track for Men
Beit Morasha Press
The Center for Judaism and Society
Beit Midrash for Social Justice
Israel Center for Conversion Policy
The Center for Jewish Identity and Culture
Jewish Identity and Values Program in the IDF
Jewish Identity Programs for the Civilian National Service
Jewish Identity Programs in the Israeli Police Force
The International Academy for Jewish Leadership

* Joint program with Bar-Ilan University

Beit Morasha of Jerusalem: Meeting the Modern World with Jewish Values.

F

ounder and President

Beit Morasha:
A Catalyst for Renewal
in the Jewish World

Prof. Benjamin Ish-Shalom envisions a postdenominational Jewish world in which Israeli and
Diaspora identities are connected by deep commitment
to Jewish learning and culture, and are guided by
Jewish leadership that is both relevant and inspired.
“To accomplish this, we are creating layers upon layers
of broad-minded Jewish learning frameworks, such as
our Jewish values education program in the IDF and our
conversion policy institute,” he says.

“We became a Jewishly inclusive institution, one that
responds to the challenge of bringing Jewish values into
dialogue with all aspects of personal, social and national
existence. Development of a sovereign Jewish state
demands that our tradition and values speak to domestic
and foreign policy, economics and social welfare, medical
ethics and labor law — everything that makes up a
modern Jewish civilization.”

For BMJ’s third decade, Prof.
Ish-Shalom methodically lays
Ish-Shalom has even bolder and
Prof. Benjamin Ish-Shalom is so
out the revolutions wrought
grander aspirations. “We are
mild-mannered, soft-spoken and founding the International Academy
by Beit Morasha since its
bookish that it’s hard to believe
establishment more than
for Jewish Leadership to empower
twenty years ago. “In our
meaningful Jewish leadership
he is the revolutionary behind
first decade, we created the
across the globe, and to network
Beit Morasha of Jerusalem. His
Academic-Talmudist model:
educators, community and political
Hesder yeshiva graduates who
leaders and students into a durable
measured demeanor masks the
could tackle Jewish texts and
mosaic of Jewish civilization. I am
fearless, path-breaking plans he
approach today’s great Jewish
deeply involved in developing the
yet has for transforming the State
intellectual challenges using
new Jewish Heritage and Culture
the critical tools of modern
curriculum for Israeli schools. And
of Israel and the Jewish People.
university scholarship. We were
we have established the Israel
attacked for this from all sides,
Center for Conversion Policy to
but we prevailed. Today, many yeshivas have introduced
radically rework scholarly approaches, national practices,
academic scholarship, while universities have added
and public opinion in this fundamentally important field.
traditional-style Torah learning tracks. Our ‘provocation’
We are going to shake things up. We must!”
has borne fruit!”
Ish-Shalom’s determination to change the course of
Ish-Shalom’s reputation for boldness scaled to new
Jewish life is passionate. “I believe that we are living
heights during BMJ’s second decade, with even more
in meta-historic times pregnant with purpose and
significant innovations: establishment of Beren College;
promise. We have to grasp this opportunity,” he says.
Talmud and Halacha study for women equaling the
“The best minds have gathered at BMJ to lead the way.
style and level of advanced men’s yeshiva studies;
We have demonstrated our capabilities and earned the
the pioneering “Identity and Purpose” Jewish values
trust of Israeli and Diaspora leaders. Now we need the
program, designed and overseen by BMJ, for the entire
resources to make the big breakthroughs. If we invest and
Israel Defense Forces; the establishment of Beit Morasha’s
act wisely, our Jewish future will fulfill its tremendous
research centers; and the innovative Beit Midrash for
promise — for us and for generations to come.”
Social Justice.

A graduate of both secular and religious schools,
Prof. Benjamin Ish-Shalom,
Founder and President of Beit
Morasha, is an educational
innovator who challenges Jews
of all camps to take meaningful
leadership roles in the global
Jewish community.

Prof. Ish-Shalom is a Hebrew University Jewish
philosophy scholar who founded Beit Morasha.
He was the founding chairman of the Joint
Conversion Institute established by the Israeli
Government and Jewish Agency in the wake of the
Neeman Commission. Today, he chairs the Israel
Ministry of Education committee entrusted with
developing a Jewish Heritage and Culture curriculum
for all Israeli schools. He received the prestigious Avi
Chai Prize for Leadership in Promoting Jewish Unity.

S

ocial Justice and Conversion Policy

Pulling No Punches
Rabbi Dr. Benny Lau pulls no punches. He sees the Ultra
Orthodox and the Modern Orthodox Jewish worlds on
a collision course regarding relations with the nonOrthodox and the secular Israeli community. He clearly
places himself in what he calls the Klal Yisrael camp.

But what really exasperates BMJ’s Rabbi Lau is rabbinical
reluctance to radically reform the conversion process in
Israel. “Hundreds of thousands of non-Jewish Russian
immigrants to Israel are saying ‘We want to be part of
Jewish history; we are willing to fight and die for the
Jewish People’ and yet today’s rabbis are unwilling to
endorse creative conversion solutions for these people.
This is absurd, outrageous and intolerable. We should
be exploring and adopting inventive options like mass
conversion of minors, accelerated
(Benny) Lau seeks conversion classes at the high
school level, and more.”

“I am struggling to drag my natural community, the
Religious Zionist community, out of its sectarian corner
and into real partnership with the broader Israeli and
Jewish community,” Lau
explains passionately. “Of
Rabbi Dr. Benjamin
course, it’s more comfortable
to craft liberal Orthodox alternatives
to maintain the intimate
that will help win back a place
religious ties that bind
To bring about these changes, BMJ
for Judaism in the broader public
Ultra and Modern Orthodox
has founded the Israel Center for
together and avoid conflict
Conversion Policy under Rabbi Lau’s
sphere. He boldly leads the way
within the ‘halachic family’.
leadership. “Orthodoxy ought to be
on handicapped and employment
But that is no longer
like the army commander who goes
rights, the plight of women denied
possible; it is no longer
to any length to find and protect
moral! We simply cannot hew religious divorce documents, the
his soldiers. We must similarly go
to radical, ultra-conservative
to the outermost lengths of law
establishment of a socially-just
interpretations of halacha.
and tradition to engage our secular
kosher seal of ethics, national
We are obligated to craft
Israeli brethren and converting
liberal Orthodox alternatives
compatriots,” says Lau.
conversion policy, and more.
that will help win back a
place for Judaism in the broader public sphere.”
Rabbi Dr. Lau founded BMJ’s Beit Midrash for Social
Justice, and was the first director of its Moshe Green
One of the most publicly-recognized and popular
Beit Midrash for Women’s Leadership. “This is all about
rabbis in Israel today, Rabbi Dr. Lau pays a high price
creating a vitally modern rabbinate,” says Lau, “that is
for his combative positions. After all, former Chief Rabbi
truly sensitive to the broad public, and not only to the
Yisrael Meir Lau is his uncle – the ultimate rabbinical
religiously-rigid needs of Orthodox society. We must not
establishment figure. But Rav Benny is not deterred.
be afraid to break away from narrow and short-sighted
“We need forward thinking within halacha on a range
rabbinical authorities who are turning Orthodoxy into an
of matters such as the rights of women, handicapped
anti-Western and obscurantist sect.”
people, and foreign workers, and issues like a sociallyjust kashrut seal of ethics,” he says.

Rabbi Dr. Benjamin Lau heads
Beit Morasha's Center for
Judaism and Society. He is also
a prominent community rabbi,
television personality and
newspaper columnist on issues
of religion and society.

P

hilanthropic Support

The Russell
Berrie
Foundation

The Russell Berrie Foundation is a key partner in
supporting BMJ's "Identity and Purpose" program in the
Israel Defense Forces. "The program impacts on entire
generations of IDF officers and cadets. It creates a more
Jewish and ethical army. To me, that is so unique about
Israel and so reinforcing for Israel. It creates a stronger
Israel," says Angelica Berrie. "This is exactly the mandate
of our foundation."

Standing
on Principle

Angelica Berrie, President of the
Russell Berrie Foundation, is a
significant supporter of BMJ.

"I know what it is like to stand on the front lines for
"We are supporting the expansion of the program beyond
principles," says Angelica Berrie. "In 1989, I stood in the
the IDF too, into the Israel Police and other security
front line of protestors against the tanks of the Marcos
organizations, and we'll support BMJ's new International
regime in the Philippines, with a yellow band around my
Academy for Jewish Leadership – so that more Benny Ishhead and a Bible in my hand.
Shaloms can be fashioned!"
My friends and I were scared and "BMJ fits our philanthropic goals
we were tear-gassed, but we
like a glove,” says Angelica Berrie. A convert to Judaism and a selfstood our ground and brought
“It is a force multiplier for making described "passionate Jew," Ms.
down the regime. The fact is that
Berrie is very appreciative of IshIsrael more rooted in its heritage. Shalom's willingness to push the
most people live in their natural
comfort zone, and it takes
envelope in making the conversion
It is one of the best investments
courageous leadership to break
process in Israel more accessible.
my foundation has made."
out and step forward."
She is also convinced that BMJ can
help the Diaspora with its Jewish
"This explains my support for BMJ. Through its
identity crisis. "I am shocked that some of today's young
breakthrough educational work in the IDF and its
Jews in America feel that they can be good Jews without
leadership in matters of conversion, BMJ is advancing
any real connection to Israel. Israel is the central place of
Israeli society towards a tipping point in favor of a
Jewish identity and yearning! I want as many students as
stronger Jewish identity. Prof. Ish-Shalom and his team
possible to study in Israel – at BMJ."
are daring leaders."

Jewish and Zionist Resilience

L

eadership

"The greatest threats to Israel come from within our
society, not from enemy military capabilities," says
Moshe (Bogie) Yaalon. The Lieutenant General has served
as Chief-of-Staff of the Israel Defense Forces and Vice
Prime Minister and Minister of Strategic Affairs in the
Government of Israel. He says that he “is more concerned
about the Jewish and Zionist identity of Israel's youth
than I am about the missiles of Hizballah or the bombs of
Ahmadinejad.”
"From the day I met him and his
Moshe (Bogie) Yaalon is more
"I am mainly worried about
colleagues, I knew that nobody
the resilience of our society; its
concerned about the personal and could be more suitable to lead
ability to withstand challenges
this program than Prof. Benjamin
national identity of Israel's youth
and confront the future with
Ish-Shalom and the Beit Morasha
than he is about Arab missiles.
self confidence and conviction."
educational team," continues
To address this, Yaalon (and
This led him to establish a Jewish Yaalon. "Ish-Shalom knows how to
the then-IDF chief education
find our common denominators,
and Zionist educational program
officer, Elazar Stern) selected
instead of picking away at our
in the IDF, and he asked Beit
Beit Morasha of Jerusalem to
differences. Beit Morasha's
design and direct an "Identity
educators know how to assist
Morasha to lead it.
and Purpose" educational
each individual towards Jewishprogram for Israel Defense Forces
Zionist self-discovery in a way that
commanders. Yaalon ordered the program into existence
is empowering without being threatening. And their
and it has since been successfully assimilated into army,
compassion and commitment are simply contagious."
navy and air force officer-training courses.
"It is only by learning about Jewish history and heritage
that our soldiers will know why we must be a moral
army and ethical society; why we sanctify life and do not
glorify death or killing; why we cling to this land; and
why Israel is a noble enterprise," Yaalon emphatically
explains. "I want our soldiers to be self-confident Zionists
who understand their obligations to Jewish history and
the Jewish nation; not cynical, rootless cosmopolitans
who only seek their own advancement in life."

Lieutenant General Moshe Yaalon,
known by his nickname "Bogie",
has served as Chief-of-Staff of
the Israel Defense Forces and
Vice Prime Minister and Minister
of Strategic Affairs in the
Government of Israel.

After retiring from the army and before going into
politics, Yaalon became the founding chairman of Beit
Morasha's Center for Jewish Identity and Culture, which
today oversees BMJ's expanded Jewish and Zionist values
programs in the IDF, Israel Police, and other security and
national civilian frameworks.
                                    
From his perch in the inner Israeli cabinet, Minister
Yaalon continues to talk unapologetically about Zionism
and Jewish identity and the need to continuously
reinforce firm foundations for a society that is still
struggling for its existence. He has new ideas and plans
in this regard. "I am proud of my association with Beit
Morasha, and believe that, beyond politics, I will yet have
the opportunity to work with Prof. Ish-Shalom and his
team on our common educational agenda."

B

eren College Beit Midrash Program

A Daring Intellectual
Revolution in Jerusalem
Yehuda Brandes is leading an intellectual revolution: a
deep paradigm shift in Talmud study. He brings history,
sociology, political science, economics, critical comparison
of manuscripts, kabala, classical philosophy, and
academic categories of thought into his elite Beit Midrash
program at Beren College.

Rav Yehuda is revered by his students. They are
immensely loyal to him and to his method of study. "Each
becomes an agent of change in the Torah educational
system worldwide, classroom by classroom. We have
to demonstrate to our youth that the modern world's
multiple sources of authority and ideology are all echoed,
encompassed and confronted within the framework of
Torah. Our work helps them make sense of a world that
appears to have no borders or binding commandments,"
explains Brandes.

"We seek to connect the Talmud to our modern world; to
be relevant; to discover our purpose in today's complex
global community. Capitalism
and socialism; military and
Rabbi Dr. Yehuda Brandes is
medical ethics; human rights
leading an intellectual revolution,
and tax codes – all these jump
off the pages of the Talmud in
pressing forward with a
our system," says Brandes.

"Every possible concern of the
current world enters my religious
and Jewish world view, from the
American banking meltdown to
fundamental paradigm shift in
the Kyoto environmental accords,
and from the plight of agunot to
When asked how such a
Talmud study in order to connect
the struggle against post-Zionism.
transformation is brought
it to the modern world.
Tradition, halachic practice and
about, Brandes points to the
community action must encompass
kloiz – the fabled study circle
all. That is the new intellectualism and religious
of select students gathered by the 19th century sage
Rabbi Yisrael Salanter in Kovno and to the famous 18th
consciousness I am seeking to engender."
century kloiz in Brody. These conclaves revolutionized the
way in which Jewish law and ethics were taught. “The
Beit Midrash at Beit Morasha is our modern-day kloiz, I
hope,” Brandes avers.

Rabbi Dr. Yehuda Brandes has headed
Beren College’s Beit Midrash Program
since 1998, and is considered the
father figure of the modern "realist"
school in Talmud study. He was
principal of the Himelfarb high school
in Jerusalem, and is a graduate of the
elite Netiv Meir and Hakotel yeshivas
and of the Hebrew University Talmud
department.

The Beauty of
Complexity

S

tudents

"Who says that complex messages are not teachable?!"
demands Pnina Neuwirth. "I think they are. We should
not underestimate the abilities of our youth to ask
hard questions, to appreciate nuance, and to act based
on multiple layers of ethical challenge. That is the
educational approach I take with me from Beit Morasha
and which I try to implement in my many classrooms,
from Haifa University to my husband's synagogue.
Jewish and Zionist identity in the modern world
absolutely requires the ability
to handle manifold, complex
Pnina Neuwirth
commitments."
Neuwirth and a dozen other
Ph.D. colleagues from a range
of disciplines participate in an
ongoing "Big Issues" creative
thinking seminar at BMJ’s Beren
College for advanced doctoral
students. They study and
debate matters like authority
and autonomy, business and
theology, moral relativism
and self-identity – with each
student bringing his or her
academic discipline and unique
background to bear on the

Pnina Neuwirth encompasses
many worlds. A mother of four
young children and the active
wife of a prominent community
Rabbi, she holds degrees in law
and business administration,
while completing her Ph.D. in
tax law and teaching Torah at
several colleges.

discussion. Led by Dr. Moshe Hellinger, conversations are
based on in-depth studies of Jewish and philosophical
texts that he selects. "The group has incredible energy. I
have never worked so hard. You really have to prepare for
these rigorous discussions," says Neuwirth.

It is also hard to keep up with the dynamic Neuwirth;
she has multiple responsibilities as a teacher of law and
Torah, a mother and rebbetzin, a scholar and student.
These are matched only by those of
her husband, Rabbi Ronen Neuwirth,
believes in
who is a naval commando in an elite
complexity. She teaches both
unit, a computer engineer, and the
international taxation law and spiritual leader of a growing community
rabbinic legends of the Talmud. synagogue in Raanana. "As a matter
of principle, we believe that teaching
The advanced seminar for
Torah should not be the main source
doctoral students in which she of one's income, so together we hold
several different jobs," explains Pnina.
participates at BMJ promotes
"It also makes our intellectual world
cross-disciplinary and creative
more interesting – and yes, much more
thinking on the most difficult
complex!"

issues of the day.

L

eadership

Partnering
with Purpose

"To me, Beit Morasha spells Jewish leadership," says
Sharansky. "That means responding to the most pressing
needs of the Jewish people today, and developing a
responsible and inspired cadre of Jewish leaders."

been in the lead from the start. Together we can promote
a vision of shared peoplehood for Am Yisrael. Beit
Morasha has the intellectual strength, conceptual depth,
and sufficient daring to make a huge difference."

"In establishing the Israel Institute for Conversion Policy
"The Israel Center for Conversion Policy at Beit Morasha,
I believe that Beit Morasha is ensuring the future of our
under the leadership of Rabbi Dr. Benny Lau, is exploring
people as a cohesive nation. I am also very proud that
inventive options for revising the conversion process
the Jewish Agency is partnering with Beit Morasha in
in Israel within Halacha, to allow many thousands of
its ambitious plans to found
primarily Russian immigrants to fully
Natan Sharansky is Chairman of
the International Academy for
join the ranks of the Jewish People.
Jewish Leadership at our Kiryat
The International Academy for Jewish
the Steering Committee of the
Moriah campus."
Leadership will strengthen Jewish
Israel Center for Conversion Policy
unity and resilience by cultivating a
"We all agree that there is a
cadre of skilled Jewish leaders from
at Beit Morasha of Jerusalem,
critical need to identify, recruit
all over the world, who will serve
and a staunch supporter of BMJ's
and engage the most talented
as a source of inspiration and foster
International Academy for Jewish
young people for communal,
Jewish national identity in today's
political and educational
globalized world."
Leadership.
leadership roles in the Jewish
community in Israel and the
Diaspora," Sharansky continues. "The Academy will do
what the Jewish people needs most acutely – cultivate a
cadre of skilled leaders equipped with broad knowledge
of Jewish culture and with a compelling Jewish and
Zionist vision."
"From its earliest days, I have been an admirer of the
important and courageous work on behalf of Klal Yisrael
undertaken by Prof. Benny Ish-Shalom and his Beit
Morasha team. In schools, in the army, in community
settings, and in responding warmly to the challenge of
immigrant conversion – Beit Morasha's leadership has

Natan Sharansky is Chairman
of the Jewish Agency for Israel,
former Deputy Prime Minister of
Israel and Minister of Diaspora
Affairs, and the esteemed
former Prisoner of Zion. He has
been involved in backing BMJ
from its earliest days.

Making Judaism the
Modern "Windows"

A

lumni

“It hurts me so much that we – the Jewish People – are
losing the best of our youth; they see no way to actualize
their commitments to social justice and universalism
within Jewish tradition,” says BMJ and Beren College
alumnus Rabbi Dr. Dov Maimon. “We have to find a
way to make Judaism their OS – their Windows-style
operating system – with the possibility of having many
and widely-differing applications running on this
platform simultaneously. For this, we need more love and
an intellectual framework that is inclusive. The old model
for Jewish identity – cultural isolation — no longer works
for most Jews.”
The Jewish identity model that
Maimon is advancing entails
intensive Jewish learning with
involvement in global media,
hi-tech, human rights, academic
and Israeli-national spheres of
life – what he calls soft and hard
power. “I believe that the postmodern world needs religion,
and especially Judaism. It needs
a Judaism that can provide a
sense of meaning and belonging
without being ghettoizing.”

BMJ and Beren College alumnus
Rabbi Dr. Dov Maimon is a multitalented educational innovator
and thinker. “Beit Morasha is more
than a college,” he says. “It is
an intellectual-spiritual home,
and it has provided me with
religious-ideological legitimacy
for everything I have tried to do.”

Maimon’s life story is dizzying
in its scope and span. Born to a
family of French rabbis, he came
to Israel to study in yeshiva, but
fell in love with Israel's national
renaissance on a kibbutz. He
proceeded to study agricultural
engineering at the Technion
and set out to drain swamps on
behalf of Israel across Africa and
Asia. He studied business at the
prestigious INSEAD in France;
worked for the French national
water company on projects
around the Middle East; started
two hi-tech companies; and
returned to Israel to serve in the
army during the first Gulf war.
The assassination of Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin "shocked
me to my core and led me to a
new career in trying to bridge the
gaps in Israeli society," Maimon
says. Already married with eight

children, he came to BMJ to “ask the big questions about
tradition and modernity." Simultaneously, he started
several religious-secular dialogue groups, began to
write school curriculum on Zionist and Jewish identity
for development towns, ran BMJ’s joint study program
for Jewish and Moslem educators, and embarked on a
Ph.D. at the Sorbonne in comparative Jewish and Islamic
mysticism. His thesis was awarded the prestigious prize
“Grand Prix du chancelier des universités 2005” for the
best Ph.D. dissertation in literature and human sciences.

“I found models of tolerance within both Islam and
Judaism based on shared spiritual challenges in dealing
with day-to-day life in the
Passing him on the street, Dov
modern world. We have to learn
to believe completely in our own
Maimon would seem to be just
religion without rejecting the
another Ultra-Orthodox man.
others' beauty,” he says.

However, his haredi visage masks
a richly complex life story and a
refreshing worldview. Engineer,
businessman, inter-faith activist,
educational consultant, scholar of
Islam – Rabbi Dr. Maimon is a man
with radical hopes for the future.

Today, Rabbi Dr. Maimon is
a consultant for the Jewish
communities of Western Europe,
redeveloping their educational
and communal superstructures
— attempting to nurture a Jewish
and Zionist renewal on the
continent. He is also a senior
fellow at the Jewish People
Policy Institute, and teaches
public policy to civil servants at
the Hebrew University. His ties
to Beren College remain close.
“Beren College is more than a
college; it is an intellectualspiritual home, and it has
provided me with religious
and ideological legitimacy for
everything I have tried to do.”

Straddling
the Crossroads
between Tradition
and Modernity

B

eit Morasha Press

"Of all the writing and editing projects I have been
involved with, my current position as editor of Akdamot
and Beit Morasha Press is the most intellectually
intriguing," says Chayuta Deutsch. "Beit Morasha Press
publishes the gamut from halacha and Talmud to
philosophy and Torah commentary on current affairs –
at the highest level. It is so fulfilling!"

"Beit Morasha straddles the crossroads between tradition
and modernity, with all the complexity and sensitivity
this entails," says Deutsch. "I believe that we are
successfully reading Judaism in a language and style
that is appropriate for our generation – which is no easy
task. The books we are publishing give expression to this
unique synthesis of ideas."

Deutsch brings a rich media and
The highly-acclaimed Akdamot
Beit Morasha Press editor
literary background to the BMJ
journal is the flagship publication
Chayuta Deutsch tackles the
job. She was a regular publicist
of Beit Morasha Press, with over two
for Ynet, the online version of
dozen journal issues published to
gamut from halacha and
Israel’s largest newspaper, Yediot
date. Beit Morasha Press also has
philosophy to poetry and Torah
Ahronot; editor of the children’s
released multiple volumes on Talmud,
commentary on current affairs.
magazine Otiyot; editor of the
Midrash, Jewish philosophy, biblical
literary and Jewish thought
exegesis and rabbinic history; treatises
section for Hatzofe newspaper;
on the interface between halacha and
and deputy editor of the current affairs journal Nekuda.
modern matters; books on Jewish philosophical classics
Chayuta was also a board member of Israel’s main
such as the Kuzari and Rabbi Kook; and anthologies of
commercial television station, a founder of the feminist
essays on Judaism, nationalism and democracy.
Orthodox forum known as Kolech, and an acclaimed
novelist. Her in-depth biography of the revered Bible
teacher Nehama Leibowitz is a classic and a best-seller.

Chayuta Deutsch is editor of Beit
Morasha Press and its flagship
journal, Akdamot. An accomplished
journalist, novelist, feminist, Beren
College alumnus and social critic,
she brings a unique sensitivity for
language – both religious and
secular – to the task.

F

aculty

A Passion
for Mission

There never seem to be enough challenges for the restless
Udi Gibori. The 60-year-old educational innovator and
motivator had several careers-worth of accomplishment
behind him before joining forces with Prof. Benjamin
Ish-Shalom and Beit Morasha as one of the principals of
BMJ's "Identity and Purpose Jewish Values Program" in
the Israel Defense Forces.

renewed self-awareness and a proud identity. Together
with my BMJ partners we said to the army Education
Corps: Try our method of learning, dialogue and
discovery out in the field, in actual military units, out
of a classroom setting. Let's re-learn Jewish and Zionist
identity in an experiential way, so that our soldiers will
know who they are and what they are fighting for."

Gibori grew up on
"My association with
a Hashomer Hatzair
Beit Morasha is not at all
There never seem to be
kibbutz in the Galilee
obvious," says Gibori. "I
enough challenges for the belong to no particular
and fought to recapture
restless Udi Gibori. The
the Golan Heights as
ideological camp; I am
an elite infantryman
secular; and I need to
60-year-old educational
in the Yom Kippur War.
roam freely across all
innovator and motivator
He then founded a
sectors of Israeli society
had several careerscooperative village in
just as I wandered the
the Jezreel Valley and
worth of accomplishment fields of the Galilee as a
the Etgarim extreme
behind him before joining kid. Yet BMJ has backed
sports association for the
me up every step of the
forces with Prof. Benjamin way, and we are partners
disabled. He developed
and taught a special
in the deepest sense of
Ish-Shalom and Beit
method of experiential
the word in educating
Morasha as one of the
education all across
towards a more Jewish,
principals of BMJ's Identity and Purpose Jewish Zionist and principled
Israel, which included an
Values Program in the Israel Defense Forces.
emphasis on return to
country. We want
core values of historical
our youth to assume
identity, connection to
leadership responsibility
the Land of Israel, and individual empowerment.
for the Jewish-Israeli future. We are united by a sense of
mission, and are living proof that religious and secular
"I watched with dismay as IDF morality, direction and
Jews can harmoniously work together to heal and
prestige was worn away by never-ending conflict with
motivate our people."
the Palestinians. I knew that the army needed to regain
its self-confidence, and that this could only come from

Udi Gibori leads the Experiential
Education department of BMJ's
Identity and Purpose Jewish Values
Program in the Israel Defense Forces.
The revolutionary leadership program
is now delivered to IDF army officers,
empowering them to become
purveyors of Jewish and Zionist
commitment to their soldiers.

A

lumni

Spiritual Searching
Anemone Stein grew up reading the Bible every day, and
she later studied for the Lutheran ministry. But a study
program in Israel for German theology students changed
her direction in life. She fell in love with Israel and the
Jewish People. She began to study Talmud and halacha.
"When I eventually came to the Israeli conversion court,
they told me that my knowledge of Judaism and Jewish
history was so comprehensive that I didn't have to take
the formal conversion course," she says.
"I was accepted into Beit
Morasha one month before my
conversion at the suggestion of
Rabbis Benny Lau and Yehuda
Brandes," she says. "At first I
was intimidated by all the very
knowledgeable Jewish women
at BMJ! I thought I needed
to change professions. How
could I ever become a Jewish
educator? But everybody was
so welcoming, and my studies
at Beren College in the history
of halacha and Talmud gave
me a solid grounding in Jewish
texts."

Today, Nitzan hankers for the open academic, Beit
Midrash style of learning she experienced at BMJ. "Beit
Morasha offers a rare combination of traditional learning
and academic studies," she says. "It is a framework that
encourages questioning and exploration; that values
both cold criticism and devotional rapture; that allows
you to both evaluate Judaism at a
distance and embrace it passionately
German born Nitzan-Deborah
with love. My former teachers at
Stein-Kokin traded in her serious
Beit Morasha – their devotion,
seriousness and creativity in the
Lutheran upbringing for Orthodox
study of Gemara and rabbinic text
Judaism, and found intellectual
– still serve as my guiding light
and spiritual inspiration at BMJ.
everywhere I go."

Today, she teaches Bible, Talmud,
Midrash, Jewish history and
Hebrew, and is active in interfaith
dialogue.

Anemone became Nitzan-Deborah Stein-Kokin, in the
midst of her MA studies in Jewish civilization at Hebrew
University (where she wrote a thesis on "The Daughters
of Tzelophechad in Rabbinic Exegesis"). There she met
her husband Daniel Stein-Kokin. Moving abroad as her
husband's career advanced, Nitzan became a highly
sought-after teacher of Bible, Talmud, halacha, Jewish
thought, and Hebrew in Boston MA, New Haven CT,
Eugene OR, and Berlin, Germany.

Nitzan-Deborah Stein-Kokin
studied theology at the University
of Tuebingen in Germany, Rabbinic
literature and Jewish history at the
Hebrew University, and Talmud and
halacha at BMJ. "Beit Morasha was
my intellectual home; the place that
developed my love for Jewish texts.”

"There is nothing like studying and teaching Tanach
(Bible) in Hebrew," she exclaims. "You feel connected to
the sources, to tradition, to G-d. It is so authentic!"
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